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LEDs for photons, physiology and food
P. M. Pattison1*, J. Y. Tsao2, G. C. Brainard3 & B. Bugbee4

Lighting based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) not only is more energy efficient than traditional lighting, but also
enables improved performance and control. The colour, intensity and distribution of light can now be controlled with
unprecedented precision, enabling light to be used both as a signal for specific physiological responses in humans and
plants, and as an efficient fuel for fresh food production. Here we show how a broad and improved understanding of the
physiological responses to light will facilitate greater energy savings and provide health and productivity benefits that
have not previously been associated with lighting.

L

ight is central to the biological history of our planet, both as a fuel
for photosynthesis and as an environmental signal. As a fuel for
photosynthesis light produces adenosine triphosphate, the universal energy currency of plants and animals. Sunlight powered the life
whose fossilized remains have been human energy currency for the past
two centuries, and it powers the photovoltaic- and wind-generated electricity that will become the energy sources of the future. As a signaller,
light carries much of the information that enables life to adapt to its environment, and improved ability to receive that information is responsible
for numerous evolutionary adaptations1,2. The importance of visible-light
signalling for humans is demonstrated by three observations: the exquisiteness of the eye as an optical instrument; the large fraction (half) of
the human brain devoted to visual signal processing; and our extreme
dependence on vision technologies, such as eyeglasses3. Light also
regulates human circadian, neuroendocrine and neurobehavioural
physiology4,5, and has an even greater effect on plants, which have more
photoreceptors to process light than do humans. The importance of light
as fuel and as a signaller rendered traditional lighting essential to human
civilization for basic illumination; LED lighting, with its greater level of
engineering control, might trigger a new world of applications.

thin-film flip-chip12 and other device designs with high electrical and
optical efficiencies; and robust high-quantum-yield phosphors emitting
in the green–yellow and red regions of the spectrum.
LED lighting products not only use less energy and have a lower cost
of ownership than other lighting technologies, but they can also possess
other features that are of importance to human use of basic white-light
illumination: desirable colour qualities (for example, colour rendering
index and correlated colour temperature), minimal or no flicker, long
life, and negligible environmental and human toxicity. The three main
benefits of LED lighting are therefore a decrease in electricity consumption, a reduced cost of ownership, and improvements in lighting
quality. The decrease in electricity consumption is huge because human
society consumes so much electric light: around 6.5% of total global
primary energy13 was used for lighting in 2005. It is forecast14 that in
the United States alone LEDs will penetrate around 86% of electrical
lighting installations by 2035, decrease electricity consumption for
lighting by around 75% and save approximately 5.1 quadrillion British
thermal units (5.1 quads) per year (around US$52 billion per year) in
direct energy cost.

Light for basic illumination

Even with this remarkable progress, LED lighting is only in its infancy.
The historic purpose of all lighting technologies has been to provide
basic illumination for visibility and vision. We now stand at the threshold of what might be called ‘engineered light’, in which building blocks
of solid-state lighting are combined for integrated functionality beyond
basic human illumination15,16. Four features will be especially important.
The first is spectral control. LED lighting originates in efficient
narrowband blue-light emission from a semiconductor LED. This
blue light can be combined with green–yellow and red optical
down-converters to create various hues of white light, or with other
direct-emitting LEDs (Fig. 2a, c). For the first time in history, spectral
content can be customized for a wide range of applications, each with
its own action spectrum. For basic illumination, the spectra can be
engineered to match the human photopic visual response (the solid
green curve in Fig. 2b). It can also be engineered for qualities including
colour rendition, colour gamut and correlated colour temperature, and
thus for controlled rendering of colours and various human visual preferences. For human health and productivity, as discussed later in this
Perspective, the spectra can be engineered—as illustrated by the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell bodies (ipRGCs) curve in
Fig. 2b—for potent stimulation of ocular photoreceptors that regulate
human circadian, neuroendocrine and neurobehavioural responses.

Lighting was among the earliest of human technologies. It expands the
productive day into non-sunlit hours6, and during the day it expands
the productive space into the non-sunlit areas of enclosed spaces7. As
illustrated in Fig. 1a, lighting technology has undergone successive fundamental improvements over the centuries, from chemical-fuel-based
to vacuum-based electric lighting, culminating now in LED-based
solid-state lighting8,9.
As short an historical time as electric lighting has been available,
on the horizon now are the outlines of a superior technology for basic
illumination: LED-based solid-state lighting. The phosphor-converted
light-emitting diode (PC-LED) approach is currently the most prevalent.
A highly efficient blue LED is combined with optical down-converters,
typically phosphors, which absorb a portion of the blue light and emit
longer wavelengths to produce white. PC-LED white lighting has made
such great progress in terms of lighting performance, efficiency and cost
that there is little doubt that it will soon become the source of almost
all electric lighting. This progress, which was triggered by foundational
breakthroughs in the synthesis of AlInGaN semiconductors (for which
the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded10 in 2014), is illustrated11 in
Fig. 1b. Among the key advances were the uniform and controlled epitaxial
growth of InGaN LEDs by metal–organic chemical vapour deposition;
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Fig. 1 | The history of lighting technology. a, The history of lighting.
Chemical-fuel-based lighting was the earliest lighting technology. This
was followed by electric lighting, which ushered in the modern era of
electricity. Incandescent lamps, so widespread by the early twentieth
century that they have now been taken for granted for generations, are
an order of magnitude brighter and more efficient than gas lights. The
incandescent lamp greatly reduced the volume of material that heats
and emits light, thus enabling extremely high temperatures, shifting
the spectrum of the black-body radiation from the infrared towards the
visible. Electric discharge lamps, based on light emission from excited
electronic states in controlled gas plasmas, are even more efficient—five
times more so than incandescent lamps. Solid-state lighting reaches higher
efficiencies still, with substantial increases expected in the future. Photo
of six-colour LEDs courtesy of E. F. Schubert. b, Historical and projected
luminous efficacies of solid-state lighting. In the past decade, luminous
efficacy has tripled, from 40–60 lm W−1 to 140–160 lm W−1, with even
larger decreases in cost; in the coming decade, 325 lm W−1 is potentially
achievable. Filled circles and solid lines, phosphor-converted LEDs; open
circles and dashed line, colour-mixed LEDs; data from ref. 19.

For plants, also discussed later, the spectra can be engineered to stimulate photobiological responses that alter plant shape, increase photosynthesis and enhance nutritional value (Fig. 2d).
The second important feature of LED lighting is the precise control
of the intensity of the light. Semiconductor LEDs are current-driven
devices, the intensity of which can be precisely controlled across their
operating range and modulated over a large range of frequencies. At
the high (GHz) end of these rates, the modulation can be used for
free-space visible-light communication (Li-Fi), possibly to alleviate the
congestion and bandwidth limitations of Wi-Fi. In the medium range
(kHz), pulse-width-modulation-controlled flicker-free dimming could
help to match in real time the brightness of an illuminated scene with
human visual preference. At the low (seconds–hours–days) end of these
rates, modulation can be used to ensure that photons are emitted only
when human eyes are available to perceive them, or to match natural,
diurnal or seasonal lighting conditions.
The third feature is the control of distribution in space. Semiconductor
LEDs emit light from extremely small areas and have low etendue. As
such, they can be optically imaged in space with great precision or
coupled efficiently into transparent waveguides with complex
light-scattering surfaces. Semiconductor LEDs can also be easily
arrayed and, through individual addressing and control, create pixelated ‘super beams’, the shapes of which are digitally controlled like a
projection display.
The fourth important feature of LED lighting is its ready integration
with other technologies. At the chip-and-package level, examples could
include semiconductor technologies such as drivers; wireless and wired
communication chips; photo, image, chemical, temperature or humidity sensors; and microprocessor and memory chips for local intelligence. At the luminaire level, other technologies could include acoustic
transducers (microphones and speakers), radar- and lidar-based

three-dimensional scene mappers, and occupancy sensors to enhance
the functionality of the lighting products. Perhaps most importantly,
such integration enables lighting that is ‘connected’ to the Internet of
Things. Connected lighting makes use of luminaires and light fixtures
as the most ubiquitous of all grid-connected appliances. Connectivity
enhances the fundamental benefits of LED lighting by enabling lights
to sense and respond to their environment and communicate the conditions or their status. Having sensors available everywhere a light fixture is available could allow for an unprecedented degree of spatially
and temporally resolved information communicated to the Internet of
Things17, enabling new applications and advancing human productivity and safety. Even within a single building, connected controls
can provide information on room utilization, improving our ability to
load-schedule heating, cooling, lighting and other appliances in buildings. Such load scheduling will only grow in importance as the world’s
energy economy continues to electrify via renewable but intermittent
sources (for example, solar and wind)18.
These four features are catalysing a new world of engineered lighting
that goes well beyond basic illumination. Although not without challenges19, research in laboratories worldwide will continue to make these
features more powerful and more affordable. They can then be combined in new ways to add value to society that is even greater than just
the energy savings. We highlight two of the most important ways below.

Lighting for human health and productivity

Basic illumination enables humans to see via their primary optical tract,
and hence permits productivity indoors and/or at night when sunlight
is unavailable. It is now known that the primary optical tract is only
one of two photoreceptor pathways between the eye and the brain. The
second, illustrated in Fig. 3, is the retinohypothalamic tract, which has
a primary role in supporting the light regulation of human circadian,
neurobehavioural and neuroendocrine responses4,5,20, and ultimately
impacts human health and productivity.
Scientists have only recently been able to delineate the photoreceptive
input to the circadian and neuroendocrine systems. In 2001, two analytical action spectra identified 446–477 nm as the most potent region
for acute melatonin suppression in healthy human subjects21,22. Other
complete analytical action spectra and studies that used selectedwavelength comparisons further indicated that circadian-phase shifting, autonomic stimulation, and the acute effects of light on alertness
and performance are shifted towards the shorter wavelength—or
blue-appearing—part of the visible spectrum4,5,23. Taken together, these
results indicated that a novel ocular photosensory system, distinct from
the canonical rods and cones of the visual system, is primarily responsible for regulating physiology and behaviour in humans.
At the front end of the retinohypothalamic tract is a small population
of widely dispersed ipRGCs that are directly responsive to light via
a vitamin A photopigment named melanopsin24–28. These then project through the retinohypothalamic tract to the paired hypothalamic
suprachiasmatic nuclei, as well as to a number of other nuclei involved
in regulating physiology and behaviour25,27,29. The suprachiasmatic
nuclei are master oscillators in the circadian system that transmit information about lighting and circadian time to diverse loci in the nervous
system, including to the pineal gland where the hormone melatonin is
synthesized4,5. This circadian pacemaker thus synchronizes the systems
of sleep- and arousal-promoting neurons in the central nervous system,
and in turn the daily rhythms of sleep and wakefulness, body temperature, alertness, psychomotor performance, neurocognitive responses,
and the secretion of hormones such as melatonin and cortisol4,5,20,30.
In humans, the alerting effects of light have been assessed by subjective self-report, as well as with objective electroencephalogram
measures, recordings of slow eye movements and vigilance tests30–38.
Exposure to bright white light, as well as short-wavelength monochromatic light, has been shown to acutely enhance both subjective and
objective measures of alertness35–41. Similarly, light stimuli can enhance
human performance in terms of psychomotor vigilance and neurocognitive responses such as cognitive throughput, sustained attention
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Fig. 2 | LED emission, human response and plant response spectra.
a, Optical power distributions (obtained from ref. 92) plotted against
wavelength for state-of-the-art direct-emitting LEDs (driven at 1 W) that
span virtually the entire visible spectrum, although currently with reduced
efficiency in the green–amber–orange region. b, Human photoreceptor
action spectra associated both with the primary optical tract (rods and
cones, where S, M and L indicate short, medium and long wavelength)
and with the intrinsically photosensitive ipRGCs at the start of the
retinohypothalamic tract. Action spectra reproduced from supplementary
workbook in ref. 4. c, Photon flux distributions (obtained from ref. 92)

plotted against wavelength for state-of-the-art direct-emitting LEDs
(driven at 1 W). Note the shift in the peak heights, compared to those in
a, as the wavelength increases. Blue photons have higher energy than red
photons, according to the Planck relation (E = hc/λ, where E is the energy,
h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum and λ is the
wavelength). d, Plant action spectra associated with the primary classes of
photosensitive molecules in plants. Action spectra for the cryptochromes
are not yet well established. Action spectrum for phycoerythrin from ref. 93.
All other plant action spectra from ref. 94.

and aspects of memory34–41. Not all studies, however, have found a
consistent light-induced enhancement of all measures of alertness and
neurocognitive responses39–41.
Beyond alertness, a group of studies have shown that light is a regulator of many other aspects of human physiology and behaviour, and
has therapeutic capacity in clinical applications such as the treatment
of winter depression and selected sleep disorders4,5,42,43. Light therapy
has been evaluated in, and is increasingly recommended for, healthy
individuals who experience problems related to shift work, intercontinental jet travel and space flight4,5,44. A maxim for optimizing circadian
regulation is increased light exposure at the beginning of and during the
wake cycle, and decreased light exposure before sleep. However, many
open questions remain regarding the detailed physiology of the contributing photoreceptor system and how it influences specific human
neurobehavioural responses.
A first open question concerns the nature of the detailed pathways
within the melanopsin-based photoreceptor system. This system is
both anatomically complex at the level of the retina as well as physiologically complex in terms of regulating neural targets in the brain.
All retinal photoreceptors contribute to the regulation of biological
and behavioural responses to light, but the relative importance of each
photoreceptor is highly labile within and between types of physiological
and behavioural responses. Furthermore, the responsiveness of this
photoneural system to the wavelength and the intensity of the light is
fundamentally context-dependent4,33,45–47.
A second open question considers the interactions between the retino-hypothalamic and primary optical tracts. In one direction, studies
with rodents and non-human primates provide compelling evidence
that ipRGCs also anatomically project to nuclei of the visual system and
physiologically contribute to aspects of visual processing and image
detection4,29,48–52. A number of studies with blind and normally sighted
human subjects support a role of the melanopsin photoreceptor system
in contributing to visual responses in humans53–56. In the other direction, studies on rodents, monkeys and humans clearly show that the

visual rod and cone photoreceptors are anatomically and functionally
interconnected with the ipRGCs4,33,48–50,56. Furthermore, there are several subtypes of ipRGCs with diverse connectivity to cells in the inner
retina and differing projections to the nuclei in the brain49,52,57–59. We
note that even the pupillary light reflex—a seemingly simple interaction
between the two retinal tracts—is more complex than it appears. In all
species studied, including humans, the pupillary light reflex is a rapid
response of the iris to light exposure. Rodent and non-human primate
studies demonstrate direct neural projections from the ipRGCs to the
nuclei in the midbrain that regulate this reflex4,27,29. Although this reflex
is dominated by melanopsin phototransduction in the ipRGCs, the rods
and cones also contribute to pupillary responses, particularly at lower
light levels4,46. Despite the direct ipRGC projection to the midbrain
nuclei, elements of the pupillary light reflex exhibit diurnal rhythms.
A third open question concerns the relationship between the dose of
light and physiological regulation in everyday environments. From the
light-stimulus side, there are four relevant physical-exposure variables:
light intensity, light spectrum, stimulus duration and stimulus timing; all of these variables are fundamentally context-dependent. These
variables also depend on elements of ocular and neural physiology
involved in light transduction for regulation of the human circadian,
neuroendocrine and neurobehavioural systems, including conscious
and reflex behaviour of the head and eyes relative to the light source;
transmission of light through the ocular media; transduction of light
through the iris and/or pupil; wavelength sensitivity of photoreceptors;
distribution of photoreceptors; state of photoreceptor adaptation; and
neural ability to integrate stimuli temporally and spatially. Controlled
laboratory studies have elucidated how each element can contribute to
the efficacy of a photic stimulus in eliciting a physiological or behavioural response23,60. There are fewer studies, however, that characterize
the efficacy of lighting for physiological regulation under daily living
conditions, in which people move freely about an environment that is
lit by a combination of different electrical illuminants, window light
and outdoor sky lighting.
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Fig. 3 | The two photoreceptor pathways between the human eye and the
brain. The primary optical tract (green text) originates in the retinal rods
and cones. Cone photoreceptors in the fovea provide higher-light-level
photopic colour vision with a peak sensitivity in the green at a wavelength
of approximately 555 nm, the colour of green foliage; rod photoreceptors
provide the lower-light-level scotopic black, grey and white vision with a

peak sensitivity at about 498 nm. The retinohypothalamic tract (blue text)
originates with ipRGCs, the peak sensitivity of which is at about
480 nm, approximately the colour of the blue sky. This regulates the
circadian, neuroendocrine and neurobehavioural systems that ultimately
impact human health and productivity. Photograph from iStock/Getty.

A fourth open question asks how to frame our understanding of
the positive and negative effects of light4,5. A basic concept of modern
medicine is that agents that have the capacity to heal also potentially
have the capacity to harm. Dysregulation of circadian physiology by
inappropriate light exposure has been linked to several diseases and
disorders. For example, epidemiological evidence indicates an association between breast and prostate cancer risk and shift work61–63.
Shift work typically involves routine light exposure during the night
time that can suppress nocturnal melatonin secretion, disrupt circadian
entrainment and interfere with healthy sleep61. Empirical data with
human tumorigenesis supports the epidemiological observations at
least for breast cancer64. In 2007, such lines of evidence led the World
Health Organization to identify long-term shift work as a probable
cause of cancer65. Similar to the growing information on cancer risk,
there is both epidemiological and empirical evidence that circadian
disruption and circadian desynchrony contributes to cardiovascular
disease, metabolic syndrome, diabetes, obesity and gastrointestinal disorders66–71. It is important to note, however, that there are limitations
to the developing science related to the adverse health consequences of
night-time light exposure. For example, it is not clear whether circadian
disruption due to inappropriate light exposure alone increases the risk
of developing cancer, cardiovascular disease or metabolic disorders.
Disruption of the human circadian system usually involves disruption
of sleep and/or the disruption of normal melatonin rhythms61. Sleep
deprivation and nocturnal melatonin suppression have each been
implicated in the potential health consequences associated with shift
work and light exposure at night61,65,67,69–71. Despite such uncertainties it is noteworthy that, in 2012, the American Medical Association
published a position statement on the adverse health effects of nighttime lighting. Specifically, they identified a need for “further multidisciplinary research on occupational and environmental exposure
to light-at-night, the risk of cancer, and effects on various chronic
diseases”72.
In parallel with research efforts to answer the above open questions,
LED lighting is already being actively used in clinical and non-clinical
applications. In clinical applications bright-white light therapy, which
has been used since the 1980s, has proven to be an effective therapeutic intervention for patients with seasonal affective disorder (known
as SAD or winter depression) and its subclinical variant, sSAD42,43.
Additional clinical applications have been explored, including light
treatment of non-seasonal depression, various sleep disorders, menstrual cycle problems, bulimia nervosa, and fatigue problems associated
with senile dementia, chemotherapy and traumatic brain injury4,5,42,43.
With the advent of LED lighting technology, therapeutic lighting
devices are now being produced in which both broad and narrow
bandwidths of light are emitted by LEDs. This advance has enabled
light therapy equipment for clinical applications to be produced in

conventionally sized light panels as well as relatively small, portable
or wearable devices60.
In non-clinical applications, light therapy has been evaluated for
healthy individuals who experience problems related to shift work,
intercontinental jet travel and space flight4,5,42–44. For example, NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) has used bright
white fluorescent-light treatment for improving sleep and fatigue in
astronauts since 199073,74. In 2007, the Phoenix Mars Lander mission
provided an opportunity to test the feasibility and efficacy of LED light
therapy to synchronize the circadian systems of operational ground
personnel to a Mars sol of 24.6 h. Measures of circadian period demonstrated that, as part of a fatigue-management programme, timed therapy with solid-state light enabled 87% of participants to adapt to the
Mars sol75. More recently, both ground-based and in-flight studies on
the International Space Station have been testing LED luminaires for
supporting vision and improving circadian entrainment, alertness
and sleep in astronauts44,76. Compared with conventional fluorescent
light sources, the advantages of LEDs that are of particular relevance
to space flight include their reduced weight, power consumption and
heat generation; in addition, the LEDs have a tunable spectrum, comprise fewer toxic materials, and have greater resistance to damage and
a longer operational life. To date, more than half of the fluorescent
light fixtures on the United States’ portion of the International Space
Station have been replaced with LED light assemblies that have three
preset spectrum and intensity modes: general vision, alerting/circadian
phase shifting, and pre-sleep.
Looking forward, there is clearly a growing interest in encouraging
the development of LED lighting technologies that have the capacity to
improve health, performance and well-being for healthy people in all
lighting applications. As discussed above, the effects of light on enhancing alertness as well as improving cognitive and psychomotor responses
may lead to advanced, daytime solid-state lighting technologies for
schools, workplaces, public buildings, and almost any place that uses
electric lighting. Relevant to evening and night-time lighting, a recent
study compared standard fluorescent-light fixtures to solid-state sources
set to an intensity typical of bedroom lighting in terms of biological and
behavioural efficacy. Compared to the fluorescent light, solid-state light
evoked a greater secretion of evening melatonin and reduced measures of alertness in healthy subjects, thus physiologically preparing the
body for sleep39. Studies like this open the door for the development
and application of LED-based lighting systems to benefit individuals
in hospitals, care facilities and residential environments. For the general population of relatively healthy individuals, the ubiquity of electric
light in the built environment provides an opportunity to tailor the
lighting for individually modest health and productivity benefits that
are significant when aggregated across the entire population. For
healthy, at-risk (elderly, night shift, jet lag) and infirmed or recovering
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Fig. 4 | Light has both direct and indirect effects on plants. a, The
indirect effect is a signal that directs plant shape, cell expansion and colour
(photomorphology). The lettuce cultivar in this example is Red Salad
Bowl. Light intensity triggers the synthesis of anthocyanin (red) pigments
in the leaves as a protectant: a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)
of 200 (10% of full sunlight) was insufficient, but a PPFD of 500 (25% of
full sunlight) triggered anthocyanin synthesis. The wavelength of the light
affects leaf expansion: as the fraction of blue light increases (as the colour

temperature shifts from warm to neutral to cool white), leaf expansion
decreases. b, The direct effect of photons as a fuel for photosynthesis and
plant growth (dry mass). Ten photons (400–700 nm) is the approximate
theoretical minimum number of photons to fix one molecule of CO2
into carbohydrate. Photosynthesis includes multiple steps (roughly 23)
that turn low-energy inputs into high-energy outputs. The theoretical
maximum efficiency of the process is 30%, with each individual step being
about 95% efficient (0.9523 ≈ 0.3).

populations, the new features of LED lighting have the potential to
improve wellbeing and quality of life, provided that the fundamental
questions discussed in this section can begin to be answered in order
to guide specific technology and product development of LED light
sources.

influence on morphology, but the effect varies across species (Fig. 4)
and the mechanisms are not yet understood. Ultraviolet radiation has
several beneficial effects on plant growth, including increased cuticle
thickness, reduced intumescence83 and increased secondary metabolism that leads to improved flavour. Ultraviolet radiation also affects the
interaction between plants, fungal pathogens and insects84. However,
these effects also vary across species. Near-infrared radiation (700–
780 nm) has a powerful effect on stem elongation and the rate of leaf
expansion, but although the primary receptor (phytochrome) is well
characterized, significant interactions with other wavelengths are now
being discovered.
A second question concerns the value of green light. Because chlorophyll absorbs green light only minimally, many researchers concluded
that it was of low value for photosynthesis85. However, because it penetrates deeper into leaves and plant canopies, more recent studies have
shown that green photons have a similar value in photosynthesis to
those of other colours77,78.
Third, the interaction between the spectrum and the intensity of light
(quality and quantity) is also of interest. Early studies with LEDs were
performed at a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of less than
10% of full sunlight (200 µmol m−2 s−1), but morphological effects in
low light can be reversed at higher light intensities. Blue photons, for
example, interact with total PPFD to determine cell expansion (Fig. 4),
elongation of the petiole, stem and leaf, and—indirectly via these morphology changes—radiation capture78.
A fourth research direction investigates the interactions between
spectra, intensity and time of exposure (time of day and stage of plant
growth). The timing of the delivery of photons can help to understand
the photobiological mechanisms and sites of perception. LEDs make it
possible to pulse ultraviolet radiation, which can improve flavour and
minimize the detrimental effects of ultraviolet radiation on DNA86.
Finally it is important to scale from monochromatic short-term
measurements on single leaves to long-term performance of plant
communities. This is particularly challenging and important because
plants adapt to changes in radiation by synthesizing new pigments.
Changing the quality of the light also alters the shape of the plant, and
multiple wavelengths interact synergistically, so defining the effects of
the quality of light on photosynthesis of the whole plant and the plant
community is a complex enterprise.
Even as these research directions are being pursued, LEDs are being
increasingly used in a practical horticultural context. For the first time
in history, photons can be precisely applied in order to grow food.
Assuming the economics outlined in Box 1, the value of summer sunlight in the mid-latitudes is US$700,000 per hectare over a 100-day
growing season, and about US$70,000 per hectare during the darkest
60 days of the year87. Although these costs are high, the value of fresh
leafy greens that can be produced with supplementary LED lighting

Lighting for plants

Plants are sentient organisms and have evolved an exquisite sensitivity
to ultraviolet, photosynthetic and near-infrared radiation in their environment77,78. The responses of plants to light have fascinated observers
since the early days of the scientific method.
Two hundred years ago, primitive light sources and coloured filters
were used to characterize the effect of light colour on stem elongation.
Eighty years ago, Hoover79 found that photosynthesis used a range of
wavelengths similar to those of human vision, but with increased sensitivity to blue and red light. Thirty years later, studies by McCree80 and
Inada81 refined the early studies of Hoover. Using a monochrometer
and spectral filters to achieve narrowband radiation, they found that
single leaves under monochromatic red light (600–700 nm) had a 25%–
35% higher quantum yield than those under blue light (400–500 nm),
and a 5%–30% higher quantum yield than those under green light
(500–600 nm). It is now known that these classic studies had limitations because they were conducted at low light levels on single leaves.
More importantly, the use of monochromatic light did not allow for
synergism among wavelengths. LEDs are enabling us to refine these
spectral effects on photosynthesis by studying plant communities at
higher light levels with synergistic wavelengths.
In the late 1940s, fluorescent lamps made it possible to grow
plants without sunlight82, but by today’s standards the electric conversion efficacy was low. In the late 1970s, high-intensity-discharge
(high-pressure sodium and metal halide) lighting made it possible
to grow plants at intensities comparable to sunlight, but with a fixed
spectral output.
These lighting technologies had a limited ability, however, to separately control the intensity, spectrum, and timing of the delivery of photons. Plants respond to light in more ways than do humans, and utilize
more than a dozen photoreceptors to direct their growth (Fig. 2d). They
live in communities and respond to light reflected from neighbouring
plants. The light that reaches lower leaves is filtered by upper leaves.
Plants use photons both as a fuel for photosynthesis and as a signal
that directs plant shape and leaf colour (plant development) (Fig. 4).
Plant shape includes leaf expansion and radiation capture, both of
which increase canopy photosynthesis. LED technology is facilitating
a fundamental revolution in research into the photobiology of plants.
Promising research directions are discussed below.
First is the effect of the wavelength of light on the morphology
of plants. It is known that the fraction of blue light has a powerful
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Box 1

Economics of indoor agriculture

Lighting for plants presents unique challenges, because plants
require 30–100 times higher light intensities than do humans.
Efficient LED lighting reduces the photon cost and enables indoor
agriculture for high-value crops. To demonstrate this, we calculate the
efficacy of production (Edry, in grams of dry mass produced per mole
of photons) using the equation

E dry = Fa × QY × CUE × HI × k
where Fa is the fraction of photons absorbed; QY is the quantum
yield (moles of carbon fixed per mole of photons absorbed); CUE is
the carbon use efficiency (moles of carbon incorporated into plant
biomass per mole of carbon fixed); HI is the harvest index (moles of
carbon in edible product per mole of carbon in plant biomass); and
k = 30, a constant that represents the mass of CH2O (carbohydrate) in
grams per mole of carbon in edible product.
Values of the five parameters for five types of crop and the
resulting production efficacies are shown in the table. We also
show a calculation assuming the highest achievable values for
each parameter (‘potential efficacy’), which requires CO2 levels
to be increased to four times ambient levels in order to minimize
photorespiration. Production efficacies of leafy microgreens approach
this potential efficacy, but for other crops the efficacies are lower.
Lettuce benefits from higher light levels (15% of full sunlight), which
reduces QY from 0.08 to 0.07, and lettuce plants are typically spaced
farther apart during early growth, which reduces radiation capture
(Fa) from 0.95 to 0.65. Tomatoes benefit from even higher light levels
(at least 25% of full sunlight), which reduces QY further, to 0.05, and
the stems, roots and leaves of tomato plants are not edible, reducing
HI to about 0.6. Vegetables such as broccoli and strawberries, and
staple crops such as rice and wheat, have even lower HI.

The photon cost per dry mass is the cost per mole of photons
(assumed to be US$0.01 mol−1 for the most efficient LED fixtures,
which have an electricity cost of US$0.10 kWh−1) divided by Edry.
Although the cost per mole of photons is the same for all crops,
different crops have different Edry, so more photons are required
to create the same dry mass for some crops. The photon cost
per dry mass thus varies, from a low of US$7.5 kgdry−1 for leafy
microgreens to US$41 kgdry−1 for general vegetables, rice and
wheat.
The market prices of the crops vary with their percentage water
content. The fresh market prices vary widely, from US$35 kgfresh−1
for leafy microgreens to US$0.40 kgfresh−1 for rice and wheat. The
dry market prices vary even more, because of the vast differences
in the water content of the crops, from US$700 kgdry−1 for leafy
microgreens to US$0.40 kgdry−1 for rice and wheat.
The final column of the table shows the ratio of the photon
cost per dry mass to the dry market price, which is determined
from the fresh market price and the water fraction. Leafy greens,
which have the highest Edry (and therefore the lowest photon
cost per dry mass), also have the highest market prices. The
effective photon cost thus increases rapidly with more complex
crops (such as rice and wheat). The economics of simple leafy
crops delivered fresh can be quite favourable. The effective cost
of photons greatly exceeds the value of agronomic crops that are
delivered dry and even exceeds the retail value of potatoes. Even if
LEDs were 100% efficient, it would not be cost-effective to grow our
staple agronomic crops with electric light. Thus, electric light input
is a small cost for microgreens, a high cost for general vegetables
and an unacceptable cost for staple crops. Because leafy greens
are perishable and the fresh product has a high retail price, indoor
farming is dominated by leafy greens.
Fresh market price
(US$ kgfresh−1)

Water content
(%)

Dry market price
(US$ kgdry−1)

Photon cost (% of
dry market price)

8

35

95

700

1

13

12

95

240

5

0.35

29

8

95

160

18

30

0.24

42

4

90

40

103

30

0.24

42

0.40

3

0.40

10,000

Crop type

Fa

QY

CUE

HI

k

Edry

Photon cost per dry
mass (US$ kgdry−1)

Potential efficacy

0.95

0.08

0.65

0.9

30

1.33

8

Leafy microgreens

0.95

0.08

0.65

0.9

30

1.33

Lettuce

0.65

0.07

0.65

0.9

30

0.80

Tomatoes

0.60

0.05

0.65

0.6

30

General vegetables

0.50

0.05

0.65

0.5

Rice or wheat

0.50

0.05

0.65

0.5

is even higher. Seasonal combinations of sunlight and electric lights
have the potential to markedly expand the range of local, year-round
production of fresh greens.
An additional benefit of LED-enabled horticulture in a closed system is that water can be recycled by condensing water vapour in the
air-conditioning system and returning it to the root zone. If, in the
future, water were to become more expensive than energy, this would
be a valuable advantage. A closed system could also reduce the need to
apply pharmaceuticals owing to the limited access to pests, although
lush growth in an optimal environment makes plants more susceptible to fungal pathogens such as Pythium. Controlled, area-intensive
farming has attracted great commercial interest because it can move
farming closer to urban population centres, and increase the quality of
the goods by minimizing the transport time of perishable produce88.
LEDs may also facilitate a co-evolution of plant genetics and plant
environment. Plants can be engineered to better utilize the unique
environment, which may, in turn, create new requirements for LEDs.
This synergism between genetics and environment is the underlying

reason for the marked increase in productivity of the world’s agricultural system over the past 100 years. The opportunity to expand
genetic potential with light has led to a new class of plants, which have
been referred to as environmentally modified organisms or EMOs89.
For example, plants have evolved self-protection mechanisms: mostly
against insects and diseases, but also to cope with variations in light
intensity and temperature. Exposure to ultraviolet radiation triggers
the synthesis of ultraviolet-blocking pigments that prevent highenergy photons from inducing damage via the generation of reactive oxygen species90. If pests and ultraviolet radiation are eradicated
through the use of electric lighting in a controlled environment, the
need for these defence mechanisms can be reduced or even eliminated,
and the efficiency of crop production might be increased.
The potential for breeding new cultivars gives rise to a great increase
in scientific and technological possibilities for engineering plants for
controlled environments. The tangible benefit is that health-promoting
fresh produce becomes more accessible in all regions of the world in
all months of the year.
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Conclusions

The development of LED lighting was motivated by the promise of significant energy savings. These savings are now coming to pass. Unlike
other energy-saving technologies, LED technology does not require
any performance compromise, but rather improves performance while
also offering new levels of control and value. Now we are entering a new
world of lighting, one that includes both applications that go beyond
basic illumination and value propositions that have not previously been
associated with lighting.
Two primary examples are lighting for human health and productivity,
and lighting for plants. The benefit of LED lighting here is not the saving
of energy, although both applications will certainly benefit from improved
efficiency of the light sources. The benefits here are more profound: improving human health and productivity through our emerging understanding
of the physiological lighting requirements of humans, including a potential
decrease in some forms of cancer and other clinical disorders; and diversifying, improving, and localizing food production in controlled environments.
These nascent applications have revealed how little is known about light and
physiological responses, and LEDs are providing the tools to help us better
understand how humans and plants respond to light.
Even in basic lighting applications, the new levels of control offered by
LED lighting have raised questions about our understanding of lighting
science. Questions regarding spectral content, standard lighting levels, colour perception and preference, glare, flicker, and their impacts on visual
performance are being raised. Although these issues are not fundamental shortcomings of LED lighting technology, they highlight difficulties
in designing, specifying and deploying LED products when there are so
many new levels of control that bring new questions. For every use of lighting, the technological possibilities of LED lighting currently outstrip our
understanding of how best to use the light for the application. This situation
requires research in all fields of lighting application science, concurrent
with ongoing research into the underlying technology in order to achieve
fully optimized lighting systems that enable the full promise of LED lighting. The promised benefits of the new world of lighting can be achieved
with no obvious, fundamental downside and include vast energy savings
and associated atmospheric carbon reductions, improved human health,
healthier and more localized food production, and the reduced ecological
impacts of light at night91. With these prospects at hand, the new world of
LED lighting may be as profound a revolution as the transition from gas
lighting to electric incandescent lighting that occurred a century ago.
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